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Runner Magazine is a grassroots publication project based in Detroit, Michigan that investigates and publishes work and 

ideas by artists, thinkers and other kinds of cultural producers in an effort to prompt active discourse, expand their reach 

and highlight their voices in local, national and international conversations. We are interested in uncovering, sharing and 

archiving stories of creative innovation and revolutionary spirits throughout the city’s history until now, calling attention to 

Detroit as a historical and contemporary influence around the world.

Since the first piece was published in April 2020, Runner Magazine has worked with over 100 different contributors to 

develop pieces ranging from critical essays to music videos and dance mixes to interviews. We strive to remain adaptable to 

the formats submitted in order to reach our goal to be a sufficient platform of communication and critical thought for the 

creative and cultural communities of Detroit.

All published pieces are free to access on our website at https://runnerdetroit.run 

We also publish printed issues annually, which are available for purchase.

Founder and Lead Editor: Ashley Cook

Editor: Marissa Jezak



$40 

April 2020-April 2021 Print Issue 

38 texts / 250 pages in full color

SOLD OUT

ISSUE 1



$40 

May 2021-April 2022 Print Issue 

39 texts / 250 pages in full color

Available for purchase

ISSUE 2



$40 

May 2022-April 2023 Print Issue 

50 texts / 252 pages in full color

Available for purchase

ISSUE 3



Runner Magazine also works with artists and writers to produce and publish a variety of different columns. 

Each column functions as an independent publication run by the individuals, with logos and aesthetics of their own.

          Quarterly Astrology Horoscopes by Theresa Ndrejaj                                        

Reviews of blue-chip gallery shows around the world by Chris Pinter

Seasonal street-fashion coverage by Sage Sherlock

Interviews with international artists by Ashley Cook

Film reviews with a focus on sonic and visual elements by Oliver Shaw

Glimpses into the studios of Detroit artists, curated by Marissa Jezak

COLUMNS



SOUNDCLOUD
We often invite local djs and music producers to make mixes. You can access them on our SoundCloud page.



WE OFFER AD SPACE IN OUR PRINT ISSUES



May 2021 - April 2022 

PRINT ISSUE ads included: 

What Pipeline, Reyes|Finn, 

Belle Isle Viewing Room, 

Pence Fine Art Services, Jeff’s, CAVE, 

Spaysky Fine Art Gallery LLC 

and Dungeon Detroit



Bruno Zhu
Everybody is Crazy
June 10 - July 29, 2023

What Pipeline
3525 W Vernor Hwy
Detroit, MI 48216

whatpipeline.com

May 2022 - April 2023 PRINT ISSUE 

ad space included:

 The Beltline, Spaysky 

Fine Art Gallery LLC, 

What Pipeline, 

Belle Isle Viewing Room, 

Pence Fine Art 

and Porcelinen



Event flyer for the 

launch of Issue 1



Event flyer 

for the 

launch of 

Issue 2



Event flyer for 

Runner Magazine’s 

3rd birthday party



Event flyer for the 

launch of Issue 3



Event flyer for 

Runner 

Magazine’s 

4th 

birthday party



Runner Magazine can be purchased in person at 

Periodicals  

4892 Grand River Ave, Detroit, MI 48208

SMPLFD

2905 Beaufait St. Detroit, MI 48207

or can be purchased online at

https://runnerdetroit.run/runnerstore.html

Monthly Website Visits: 2,500 visits per month

Current print circulation: 600 books

Instagram Followers: 2,300

Part of the Permanent Collections at: 

Detroit Public Library (Main Branch)

Cranbrook Academy of Art Library 

If you are interested in placing an ad with us, 

please email us at 

runner.magazine.detroit@gmail.com




